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DOMINION OF CANADA.

•'PABTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

EZFEBDIZinAL FABM8.
J. H. QRISn^LE, B.Acr., ,

Director.

F. C. ELFORD,
Dominion Poultry Huobandman.

POVLTBT DIVISIOlf.

NATURAL INCUBATION

F. 0. Eltord.

PEHIODS or U*CUBAT10N.

The approximate periods of incubation of several of the species of domestio
fowl are: Hen 31 days, Partridge 24 days, Guinea Fowl and Pheasant 25 days. Duck,
Pea Fowl and Turkey 28 days. Goose 30 days, and Ostrich 42.

ACTUAL TIME VARIKS.

The average time for the he#to incubate her egfts ia 21 days though this period
may be shortened or lengthened by influences that increase or decrease the average
heat at which the eggs are kept throughout the period of incubation. Close sitting

hens will usually hatch the chicks a few hours earlier than hens that do not sit so

close or are often off the eggs. In warm weather eggs may hatch earlier than in

cold weather. Fresh eggs hatch quicker than stale eggs, and other things being
equal, white shelled eggs may hatch a few hours before dark shelled eggs.

Not only ill natural incubation is this variation found but in artificial incubation
the same thing occurs, and at times to so great an extent, that while some hatches
come off on the 19th or 20th day others may not hatch until the 22nd day or even
later. It is better to have the chicks pip the shell on the night of the 19th or morning
of the 20th day and the hatch all cleaned up by the morning of the 21st. Chicks
so hatched are usually better than if hatched earlier or later, but should there be
no sign of chicks on the 21st day do not become impatient and destroy the eggs.
Fair hatches have been known to come off as late as the 24th day.

NATURAL OR ARTIFICUL.

Hens or incubators, which? If you have a small flock of hens and do not intend
to increase the number the incubator is not advisable. In fact if no more than 100
chicks are to be hatched it would not pay to buy an incubator, especially if the
variety of hens kept contains good sitters and mothers. If many more than this

number of chicks are aimed at the purchase of an incubator might be considered or
even advised, but an incubator should not be purchased if the purchaser is not
interested enough to give it the care and attention it requires. The incubator will

give, as a rule, earlier and more uniform chicks, though there are individual hens
that will hatch every fertile egg and rear almost every chick, but as a rule 10 hens set
on 120 eggs will not bring out more chicks than a good incubator sot with the same
number of similar eggs. In small numbers the hen may rear more chicks than
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the artificiul brooder but in quHiitities the artifloiol methodn iiiii«t take the place
of the natural. The artificial means of both incubation and brooding will be used
not 10 much in place of, ai" an adjunct to, the natural means.
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Hare Some System.

Almost every person who lins tried hatching by hen« knows how cranky a broody
hen can be when she likes and when the natural means are followed without any
system it is n trying ordeal but when some system is followed and proper arrange-
ments made l)eforehrtnd, tlie work is much ks^eued and the annoyance almost entirely
done away with. By the adoption of the following method chicks can be hatched
by hens with comparatively little trouble, few eggs are broken, almost i)crfect control
U exercised over the sitting hens and by ti-sting twice the nests are kept full the
hen's capacity utilized and a great saving is made in the work as about one-half
hour of supervision once a day is all the time that is required.
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Whil« th« heiui an off Uk« careful look o»er the naata to m* that there ar*

no broken ccga. If any damage baa been done take out every broken ahell and if

the contenU have imoared the other tiggt waah them with luka-wana waUr and U
may be neceataiy to renew the litter.

AU Bent not Alik:
•

Some hent though they become broody icem to be fickle and do not make good

titters and juat when they appear to be getting down to buiinoat pidi up and leave.

Othera are io clumsy and awkward that thoy will break almost every egg in the neat

and it therefore advi«able to watch the titters and if any hen proves unreliable put

another hen in her place at once.

Aa a rule only bent of the medium »iie or large breeda should be used for incu-

bation. Leghorns and similar varieties, though they may become broody, teldom

make satisfactory sitters and usually hens sit better than pulleU.

Keep Thing$ Clean.

Everjthing must be kept perfectly clean and sanitary. Clcnn out the house at

leaat every week. Put in fresh water every day and see that there is pleniy of whole

grain and a good dust bath before them at all timet. If more than one hatch i« being

taken off, clean out and disinfect the nest after each hatch and put in new sod and

f^^h litter. Dust the hen with insect powder before putting her in the nest and

again a day or two before leaving the nest with the chickens. It is a good plan to

put into the dust bath a little dry sulphur or ground tobacco.

Be sure also that the house ia free from mites. Theae little pests get into the

cracks and corners of the building and at night as the hens are resting they come

out of their hiding place, get on to the hen's body and it docs nut take very mnny of

them to make a hen so uneasy that she cannot sit. In some cases the mites become ao

troublesome that they actually worry the hens to death.

How to get Bid of Mitet.

Clean out the house and thoroughly sweep not forgetting the windows, wallt

and ceiling. When this is all swept out clean use a garden hose or a stiff brush and

hot water. See that everything in the cracks and crevices is washed out. After this

is done allow the house to dry for a while and if everything then appears to be clean

use a good disinfectant and be sure that the solution is forced by the spray or brush

right into the cracks and crevices. If the mites are bad use boiling hot water followed

by coal oil and a liquid lice killer or lice paint. Bo sure that this goes into the

cracks and crevices and when yon have gone over your house thoroughly according to

the above treatment in all probability the mites will be exterminated but it is neces-

sary in the course of three or four days again to inspect for the mites and probably

to repeat the dose once more.

Leave the Hatching Hen Alone.

Do not allow the hen off till all the chicks have hatched. Protect the nests to

that the .voung chicks cannot fall out on to the floor of the house. If the chicks seem

?low in hatching and those that hatched first are becoming crowded before the later

eggs have hatched it might be well to put your hand under the hen and pick out the

broken shells, but at a rule the less the hen is lothered at this time the better and

with a comparativ"ly large, flat nest the chicks will not suffer though they arc con-

fined to the nest for 24 to 36 hours.

Publiahad by authority of Hon. MARTIN BURRELL. Miniat.rof Aoriculturo, Ottawa, Onl.






